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A spin' manifold M* is an oriented, RJemannian manifold with an associated hermitian

line bundle det(Af), together with a lifting to B(spin^) of the classifying map of the bundle'

TM x t / ( l ) . (We refer to [9] for a nice account on spin manifolds.) The spin representation

extends to spinc and defines the spinor bundle on M. Upon choosing a unitary connection on

det (Af), we get the Dirac operator Pc on M, whose index is, when n = OX 4),

Jnd(Pc) = E«h4(A/) ] [A/ ] e 2£

by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [3], where c is the Chem class of det (M) and A( M) is the
total A-class. If W 1 is an oriented submanifold of M representing the Chem class c, then [10]
the spiff structure on Kf turns W into a spin manifold, which therefore has an associated Dirac
operator p. However, when n = 0(4) the index of P is 0 , by [3J. Still, if n = 4 (8), it is
shown in [1,4] that P has an interesting ^-invariant, the modi index of P, that we denote by
h(v->) and it is defined as the reduction modiT.) of the ( +j-)-harmonic sptnon on W. It is a spin
cobordism invariant of W 2 . In particular, when n= 4,h(w) induces an isomorphism between
the cobordism group Of** and 7Li, •sohi.w) can be identified (by [10]) with the Arf invariant
introduced by Rochlin in [11]. In general, if n = 4 (g) we have a diagram

M
1
W

IMP

modi!)

and it is natural to ask whether this diagram commutes. For « = 4 , Ind P is \ w2 - jP\[M] and

this is Rochlin's theorem [11,6]

In higher dimensions and M spin, we can take W = <f> and the commutativity of (*) is the theorem of

Atiyah-Hirzebruch [2], that the j4-genus of spin manifolds is an even integer in these dimensions.

Similarly, if Af is a SU-manifold and we take W = ^, then the Todd genus equals the ^4-genus

17; p. 197] and we are just saying [5; p. 104] that the Todd genus is also an even integer

In this no'e we prove:

Theorem 1 If M and W are complex analytic and W is Kghler, then (*) commutes.

This provides, in particular, a unified proof of the integrality theorems mentioned above
when we restrict to complex analytic spaces- We also note that if M has C-dimension 2, then W is
a Riemann surface, so it is automatically Kahler, In higher dimensions the hypothesis of W being
Kahler is not actually needed, but we assume it here for simplicity.

From now on, we let M be a complex analytic, compact manifold of G-dimension 4 k+ 2.

If W is as in Theorem 1, then W is an effective divisor in M and it represents a homotogy class

whose reduction modulo 2 is w2(Af), the 2nd Stiefel-Whitney class. Thus, W is defined by a



holomoiphic section of a bundle of the form £ = C~' ® P 2 , where K = A 4 t + 2 r * M is the
canonical bundle and P is some line bundle. If u = \Ak*xT"W is the canonical bundle of W,
then

v ~ (C ® C) \ w ~ P 2 | w

where 1/ is the normal bundle of W. Since the spin structures on a complex manifold correspond
bijectively with the holomoiphic square roots of the canonical bundle [1},[8], it follows that t>\w

determines a spin structure on W. Define

ik

h{W) = £V'<W;I>) mod(2)
1-0

where n2' denotes the dimension of the corresponding cohomology group as a C-vector space. Let

i-0

be the Euler-PoincanS characteristic of U with coefficients in P . Then,

Theorem 1*

h(W) = x(M,P) mod(2)

Proof Consider the exact sequence of sheaves over M,

0 1 ^ ^

where a* is multiplication by the section a of C that defines W and r is the restriction to W. Its
long exact cohomology sequence is

0

... - H2k{W; T>\w) -

By exactness we get

2 *

(1) ^ [ V t M i J C p - ' i

Serre's duality says, in particular.

H°(W;V\W)

1 (M; J *+l (M; V)

mod (2)

and

fori =

thus, from (1) we obtain

M W ) + x ( M ; P ) - A " " ( W ; I > ) = dim Im(a) mod (2)

and Theorem 1' will be proved if we show

dim Ker(P) = hlk*\\t; P) mod (2)

By Serre's duality on M, 0 is a bilinear form: it is given by the cup product

followed by the map

induced by multiplication by a e H° ( M; JCP"1).

Since (2 h + 1) is odd, the cup product is a skew form, therefore f) is also skew, so it can
be written as a matrix of the form

-fci 0
\

o in
-h o

and Theorem 1' follows.

Now, if a complex manifold is Kahler, then its Dirac operator for the canonical spin'
structure agrees with the ( 5 + &*) operator by [8, Th. 2.1], upon identification of the spin repre-
sentation of U( n) C spin!* with the exterior algebra representation, and the harmonic spinors are
just the harmonic forms. Since the spin structure on W in Theorem 1 is that determined by T>\w,
if we let #*(£>) denote usual decomposition of the harmonic spinors on W, then

so the modi index of the Dirac operator on P is

7k

h(W) = h{W) = y h2i(W;V)

The Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula [3] gives:

) = [ch{V)rd{M)\[M]

4



where ch(T>) is the Chcrn character and rdi M) the total Todd class of M. Therefore Theorem 1'
can be expressed as

h{W) = ich(V)TdlM)]tm mod(2)

but (see 17; p. 197])

where A( M) is the >l-ctass. Therefore,

and we arrive to Theorem 1.

mod{2)

mod(2)

= IndexP mo<%2)
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